Donan Mobile

It will change the way you do business.
Available Now › › ›

A national leader in forensic investigation services, Donan is pleased to announce the launch of
Donan Mobile for Apple iOS® and AndroidTM. Users downloading the free app will have access
to a convenient and easy-to-use set of digital tools to support their capability to accurately and
thoroughly document conditions in field inspections.
Donan Mobile allows users to compile, save and send investigation notes from their mobile
device, and features access to SubroScoreSM, Donan’s proprietary digital resource for identifying
subrogation potential in the field in real time.
With Donan Mobile, adjusters and claims handlers will have mobile access to essential resources
for thorough and precise documentation of conditions and data observed in the field.

Toolbox › › ›

SubroScoreSM › › ›

Take photos and measurements at
the same time with camera-enabled
instrumentation

Identifies subrogation potential in
the field in real time

•
•
•
•

Pitch gauge
Multi-directional level
Directional compass
Ruler

Submit a Project › › ›
Submit projects for all service
lines quickly and easily from your
mobile device

Roof Guide › › ›
Easily search for reference images
and do side-by-side comparisons
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“

The Donan team is always looking ahead to the next generation of forensic
insights. Adjusters and claims handlers need tools and information when they’re
in the field. We wanted to make those resources dynamic and convenient and
that meant going digital. Donan Mobile provides a ton of functionality to assist
with property inspections. And the SubroScoreSM feature is groundbreaking — it
aggregates data from four databases, including thousands of component testing
investigations and gives you actionable information. All with the click of a button.
It’s exciting stuff!

“

– J. Lyle Donan, President & CEO

Donan Mobile Quick Facts

About Donan

Description: mobile app offering digital tools
for performing property inspections and
determining subrogation potential

Since 1947, Donan has been committed to
unbiased, accurate investigations. Today, the
company is a full-service firm specializing
in forensic engineering, fire investigation,
component testing, and lightning investigation.
Donan’s mission is to consistently provide
conclusive, unbiased and accurate forensic
investigation services with the fastest
turnaround time and best customer service
in the industry.

Key Features: Toolbox, Roof Guide,
SubroScoreSM & Submit a Project
Release Date: February 2014
Platforms: Apple iOS® & AndroidTM
Price: Free
For additional information regarding
Donan Mobile, please contact Donan’s
Marketing Director, Leslie Noel via email at
lnoel@donan.com or via phone at
800-482-5611 ext. 2039.

Please visit online at www.donan.com for
additional company information including
geographic coverage by service line.
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